CIS220DF - Advanced Adobe Photoshop
At-Home Final Exam Project

To demonstrate the skills that you’ve acquired throughout the semester, complete the following project requirements:

Adding type to a path
1. Open watch.jpg then save it as WatchAd.psd.
2. Add a path below the watch that follows the watch face’s curvature.
3. Add a marketing slogan of your choice to the path, such as “Keeping Time.” Use a serif font and select an appropriate color.

Liquifying an Image
1. With the Liquify feature, use the Pucker tool to shrink the width of the watch’s chain size.
2. Save the image.

Performing Image Surgery
1. Open flowers.psd then save it as RevisedFlowers.psd.
2. Crop the image as shown so that only the middle portion (with the flowers) remains in the image. Use the guidelines to show you where to crop.

Adding Your Info
1. Modify both images and add notes to the bottom right corner with the following info: student name, course, section number, and today’s date.
2. Add a Text layer to the image that contains your name, course, and section number.
3. Save the files.

Working with Color
1. Using the Color Sampler tool, mark the spot on the watch’s face that should be pure white.
2. Using the Curves feature, correct the white balance in order to remove the picture’s color cast.
3. Convert the image to a selective color photo by converting the bluish background to black and white.